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Dimension theory for separable metric spaces is approached using the concept of essential 
families (for example, the n pairs of opposite faces of the n-cube). A new theory of essential 
families is developed and is used to construct e.:q~mples of infinite-dimensional compacta that 
contain no closed n-dimensional (I; - ) 1) subsets; these constructions are conceptually much easier 
than previous ones. Also, the theory is used to construct easy examples of n-dimensional, totally 
disconnected spaces. 
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essential family strongly infinite dimensional 
continuum-wise separator hereditarily infinite dimensional 
The first example of an infinite-dimensional compactum containing no n-dimen- 
sional [n 2 1) closed subs&s was given by I-Ienderson [4] in 1967; and a simplified 
version was given a little later by Bang [3]. In 197 1, Zarelua [ 131, in a relatively 
unknown article (in Russian) gives prrjhbably the simplest construction of this type of 
example. kazer, in 1974, Z;rrelua [143 constructed another example which had the 
property that each non-degenerate s&continuum was strongly infinite-dimensional. 
This latter paper was written using language from the theory aC rings of continuous 
functions and, apparently, had not prevrously been studied by topologists. 
In this paper, we develop a simplified approach for constructing examples of this 
type. There are two key conciepts involved whicf-. previously had not been paoperly 
entified; these are the notions of cor,tinuum-wise parators and essentiri famili,es. 
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Henderson and Bing used the corresponding properties of weak separators and 
essential mappings but these concepts led to a very specific type of construction that 
did not lend itself to modifications which would settle more general questions. 
Zarelua identified and used the essential family notion but his concept of separators 
is not apparent to the authors. The power of thz approach developed herein is 
illustrated by the construction of very easy examples of totally disconnected pt- 
dimensional spxes, first constructed by Mazurkiewicz [lo] in 1927, and by our 
construction of hereditarily strongly infinite-dimensional compacta. his can- 
struction is coiqceptually much easier than that of Henderson-Bing and rs a set- 
theoretic version of the Zarelua construction. 
The approach given here lends itself to having a great deal of versatility in these 
constructions. Specifically, the third au:hor has r ently used the results of this paper 
in constructing the first example of an infin -dimensional compactum which 
contains no n-dimension4 (n 2 1) subsets (closed or not).’ This question was of 
particular interest in shaoe theory since had it been the case that all infinite- 
dimensional compacta contain n-dimensional subsets for all posi ive integers rz, then 
it would follow from work of Kozlowski (91 that cell-like mappings do not raise 
dimension. 
In the last section we discuss how the results of this paper can be used to simplify 
part of the Henderson paper and the Bing paper. 
asic concepts and ex8 
By a space we mean a separable metric space, by a compacturn we mean a compact 
space, and by a conhzuum we mean a connected compacturn. 
efinition 2.1. Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets of ;d space X. A closed subset S
of X is said to separate A and B in X if X -S is the union of two disjoint open sets, 
one containing A and the other containing B. A closed subset S of X is said to 
continuum-wise separate A and B in X provided every continuum i”rl X from A to B 
meets S. 
Definitios 2 3, Let X be a space and Fan indexing set. A family {(A&, &): k C} is 
essential in X if, for each k E r, (Ak, Bk) is a pair of disjoint closed sets in X such that 
if Sk separates Ak and Bk in X, then (7 (Sk : k or) # 0. 
-We follow Hbrewicz and Wallman [7] for the basic definitions and results in 
dimension theory. Specifically, by the dimension of a space X, denoted dim X, we 
’ In 1932, Hurewicz [6] assuming the continuum hypothesis, gave an example ofan infinite dimensional 
subset of the Hilbert cube in which every finite dimensional subset is countable and, hence, zero- 
dimensional; also, see Tumarkin [ 12 1. 
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mean either the covering dimension or inductive dimension 
equivalent for separable metric spaces). 
(since these are 
d p. 781. For a space X, dim X Z= n if and only if there exists 
an essential family ((Ak, B, ): k = I, . . . , n) in X. 
-ceYI the pairs of opposite faces form an essential family. 
IrC: k=l,..., n} where each Ik = e-1, I] and let Hk:In +Ik 
denote the projection;* letting Ak = n;‘(l) and Bk =n;‘(-1), then {(,qk, &): k = 
1 , . . . , n} is an essential family for I” (see [7, p. 401). 
Definition 2.5. A space X is strongly infinite dimensional if there exists a denumer- 
able essential family {(Ak, Bk): k 2 1) for X. A space X is hereditarily strongly infinite 
dimensional if each non-degenerate subcontinuum of X is strongly infinite dimen- 
sional .
This definition was first used by Aleksandrov in [ 11. Henderon [5] used the 
following definition. A compacturn X is strongly infinite-dimensional if there exists a 
map f: X + Q such that for each finite-dimensional face P of Q, f: f?!+- P is 
essential. ‘This definition is equivalent to the above essential family definilion [2, p. 
201. 
Example 2.6, The Hilbert cube is strongly infinite dimensional. Similar to Example 
2.4, the set of pairs of opposite faces {(Ak, Bk): k 3 1) of the Hilbert cube is an 
essential family. We denote the Hilbert cube Q = n{Ik: k 2 1) where -Ir( = [-1, 11; nk 
denotes the coordinate projection and Ak = n;’ (1) and Bk = n;’ (-1). 
. 
3. Detecting dimension 
This section contains two results which are useful in detecting the dimension of a 
space; the first is used to show that dim Y 2 n, for a space Y, and the second is used to 
show that a family is essential. We need the foIlowing standard theorem from 
dimension theory. 
3.1, [‘7, p. 343. Xf A and B are disjoint closed subsets of a spuce X, and ‘If is a 
subset of X with dim Y G n,. then there is a closed set S separating A and B in X with 
dim(Yn Y&n-l. 
Let [(Ak, B& k .= 1, l - - , n ) be an essential family for a space X. 
I 
Supposethat YiiasubsetofXand.liasthepropertythat (rw: k = 1,. l l , nk IT+@ 
for any choice of separators & of Ak and Bk in X, k = 1, . . o , n. Thefi dim Y 2 12. 
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roof. Suppose that dim Y 6 n - 1. Let S1 be a separator of A 1 and B1 in X with 
dim(& n Y)G n - 2 (see ‘I’heoreas 3.1); inductively, for k = 2, . . . , n, let Sb be a 
separator of Ak and Bk jiti X with dim Sk n (Sk-1 n l l l nS1 n Y) < n -(k f 1). In 
particular, (n{&: k = 1, . . . , n}) r\ Y has dimension -1 and, therefore, is empty, 
contradicting our assumption about Y. 
emark 3.3. Using the Hausdorff metric, the set of non-empty closed subsets of a 
compactum isa compacturn. When we refer to a collection of closed subsets being 
dense, we mean dense with respect o the topology generated by this metric. 
ropo&ion 3.6. Let ((Ak, Bk): k or) be a collection of pairs of non -empty, disjoint 
closed subsets of a compactum X. For each k E r, iet .2& a dense set of separators of 
Ak and Bk and /et Y be a closed subset of X. If for each c ice of separators Sk E 2& we 
have that (n(Sk : k E r))n Y ii 0, then i(Ak n Y, Bk 9 Y): k E r) is an essential 
family in Y. Hence, if r has n elements, then dim Y 3. E. 
roof. For each k E F’, let Sk be a. closed subset of Y separating Ak n Y and Bk A Y; 
let Sk be a closed subset of X separating Ak and Bk with Sk n Y = Sk (see Lemma 
5.1). For each k E r, let {S:: I 2 1) c Z?k be a sequence converging to Sk. Since 
(flS::k~r))nYf0foreachiandsince{S::i 2 1) converges to Sk for each k it 
follows that 13 f (n&: k E r})n Y = fl(&: ‘k E r). 
imensional totally disconnecte 
In 192 1, Sierpinski [1 I] and Knaster and Kuratowski [8] constructed examples of 
l-dimensional totally disconnected spaces and in 1927, Mazurkiewicz [lo] con- 
structed, for each n, totally clisconnected n-dimensional spaces. In order to illustrate 
the power of utilizing the essential family characterization of dimension, we now 
construct easy examples of totally disconnected n -dimensional spaces. 
emar .l. Suppose that {(Ak, Bk): k E r) is an essential family in a compacturn X 
and let J be a subset of r’. If, for each i E J, S1 is a separator of A, and B, in X, then 
o&: j E J} contains, for each k E I’-& a continuum meeting Ak and Bk (see Lemma 
5.2). 
aore If {(Ak, Bk): k = 1,. . . , n + 1) is an essential family in a compacturn X 
(i.e., dim X 3 n + 1) and Y is a subset of X which meets each continuum from A,,+, to 
&.+I, then dim Y an. 
Using the preceding remark, the result follows by applying Proposition 3.2 to 
the essential family {(Ak, Bk): k = 1, e . . , n). 
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. We adopt the notation of Example 2.4. Let A G Incl be a Cantor sem 
and let C be the collection of all continua in I”+’ meet:ng A,+r and &+r. Since C 
and are of the same cardinality, let cy :A 4 C be a l-5 correspondence; for each 
t E A, let yr en,:, (t)n a!(t) and let Y = (yl: t E A}. The space Y is totally dis- 
connected since n, + 1 mpps Y continuously one-to-one onto A; dim Y a n by 
Theorem 4.2; and dim Y 6 n, since Y 5 I” x A. 
ernark 4. o Using the same construction’as bove on the Hilbert cube instead of on 
In+* yields a totally disconnected infinite-dimensional space. 
Example 4.5. In Example 4.3, the set C with the Hausdorff metric is a compactum 
and, hence, we can take (Y: A + C to be a continuous surjection. Letting M = 
lJm,.:,\ (t)n a(t): t E A}, the compactness of A and the continuity of a! imply that n/r 
is compact. The compactum M has the property that if Y E M and r]ln+l( Y) = A, 
them dim Y = n and if Y consists of a single point from each II,:, (t)n M, then Y is 
totally disl;;onnected and dim Y = ?z. 
5. Theory 
Throughout his section r will denote a rset of natural numbers, X a compact 
metric space, and ((Ak, Bk): k E r) an essential family in X. It follows immediately 
from the definition of an essential family that the empty set does not separate Ak and 
Bk ; in particular, each of Ilt 4 and Bb is non-empty and X contains a continuum which 
meets both Ak and B,. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A and B be disjoint closed scrbsets of X and let 1’ be a closed subset of 
X. If S separates A A Y and B n Y in Y, then there is a clo$;ed subset ,!I? of X which 
separates A and B in X with 3 n Y = S. 
Proof. Let f:A w3uS-,[O, I] be defined by f(.4)=0, f(B)== 1, f(S)=;; since S 
separates A A Y 2nd B n Y in Y, f extends continuously to A u B u Y with 
rr(i) = S. Extend f continuously to all of X and let $ = f-l($). 
Lemma 5.2. lj J G rand for each j E J, Si separates Ai and Biy then for each k E r - .I, 
f7(s,: 1 E J) contain& a continuum meetitzg Ak and Bk. 
roof. If for some k E r-J no such continuum exists, then Ak u BA u <n{Sg j E J}) 
can be written as the union of sepzkrated sets U and I’ with AI, G U and B,s V. 
Letting S be a closed set separating U and V in X, !; separates c\k and Bk and 
: j E J}) = 8, and this contradicts the assumption that the original family is 
essential. 
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Lemma 5.3. If Y is a closed subset of X and for some n E r, Y continuum- wise 
separates .4, and B, in X, then ((Ak A Y, Bk n Y): k E r - (n]] is an essential family in 
Y. 
For each k E r- {n}, let Sk be a closed subset of Y sep rating A& n Y and 
.I& n Y; iet $ be a closed subset of X separating & and Bk with $& n Y = Sk (see 
L.znhma 5.1). It follows from Lemma 5.2 with J =r-(n) that m&z k Er-(n}} 
contains a continuum meeting both A, and B,, ; therefore, 0 f n{& : k E I’- in}}) n 
Y ==f){&: k rT--{n}}. 
Lemma 5.4. Let { Yn : n = I, 2 , . . .) be a finite or infinite nested collectiorr of closed 
subsets of X. If ((A k n Yn, Bk n Y,, ): k E r) is an essential family in Y,, for each n, !hen 
{(& n Y, Bk n Y): k E r) is an essential family in Y = n( Y,,: n = 1, 2, . . .). 
Proof. For each k E r, let Sk be a closed subset of Y separating Ak n Y and & rp Y 
arid let & be a closed subset of X separating Ak and & with & A Y = Sk (see 
Lemma 5.1). For ezch n, $ n Yn separates Al, n Yn and Bk n Yn and, therefore, 
n{& n Ym: k c r} f 8. “?Ne have that 
n(&: kErl-n(&n Y: kEr>==(n(s,: kE:r))n Y 
=(n($:kEr))~~~(Y,:n=1,2,...}) 
the last intersection Is not empty since it is a nested intersection of non-empty 
compxta. 
5.5. Let s’ E T and, for each j E J, let Xi be a closed subset of X which 
continuum-wise separates A/ and BP Letting Y = n(Xj: j E J), ((A& n Y, & n 
Y): k E r-J) is ari essential family in Y, and hence for each k E F-J, Y contains a 
continuum meeting Ak and Bk. 
roof. Let J =(jl, j2,. . .} be a listing of the elements of .I. Let Y1 = 
implies that ((A& n Y1, Bk n Yl): k E r-( jl}} is an essential family in YI, Let 
Y2 = Yl n X,,; since Y2 continuum-wise separates Aiz n Yi and Bjz n Yl, Lemma 5.3 
applied to Y1 implies that ((& n Y2, & n &): k E r- (jl, jz)} is an essential family 
in Y2. Inductively, iet Y, = Yn_ 1 n Xi, ; since Yn continuum-wise separates A,” n 
Yn-l and Ej” n Yn-l, Lemma 5.3 applied to Yn- 1 implies that 
((A& n Yn, Bk n Y,): k E r-( jIS j2, . l a , Ml 
is an essential family in Y,. 
Since ((A& n Yn, & n Yn): k E r-J} is an essential family in for each n and 
since the Ym’s are nested, Lemma 5.4 with r replaced by F-J implies that 
{(& C\ Y, & n Y): k E ‘r -J} iS an eSSential family in Y. 
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The next result is a refinement of the previous proposition; the prolof is exactly the 
same. 
osi 5.6. Let J = { jl, j2, . . J b e a fi ‘t nl e or infinite subset of .E Let {Xi: j E J} be 
a collection of closed subsets of X with Xjl continuum -wise separating Aj, and Bil in X 
and with, for n 3 2, Xi, n Xi,_l continuum-wiseseparating A, nXin+ and Bin nXi,,+ 
in Xi,_,. Letting Y = f-)X,: jn E J), ((Ak n Y, Bk n Y): k E F-J) is an essential 
family in Y. 
ereditarily infinite dimensional ccnmpacta 
This section contains the construction of hereditarily 
compacta. The construction is presented in three parts. First, 
subset 2 z Q with the properties: 
(i) 2 contains a continuum C with rjIr (C) = 11 and 
infinite dimensiona 1 
we construct a closed 
(ii) if C G 2 is a continuum and nr (C) is not a single point, then C is strongly 
infinite dimensional. 
Second, we construct an hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional closed subset of 0. 
Third, we alter the construction and show that every strongly infinite dimensional 
compactum contains a closed subset which is hereditarily strongly infinite dimen- 
sional. 
If ‘JV is a collection of subsets of a space:, let *?V* denote the union of the elements of 
‘w: 
Lemma 6.1, Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets of a compact metric space X; let 
Jt’= (U$: k Z= 1) be a countable collection of pairwise disjoint open sets in I; let 
(Sk : k a 1) be a sequence of separators of A and B ; and let f be a mapping from X to I. 
Letting Y =.f’(I - dcIy?k)w ((Sk rl f-l(Wk): k Z= l}*), Y is a closed subset of X which 
continuum -wise separates A and B in X. 
l Y is easily seen to be closed. Let C be a continuum in X which meets both A, 
and B; either f(C)n(I - ou/yc)#O or f(C)E Wk for some k. In the former case, 
C n f-*(1 - ‘3p) Z 0; in the latter case, C n Sk z C n Sk (7 f-“( Wk) and C n Sk # 11 
since Sk separates A and B. 
‘We now describe asequence of collections of open subsets of I. Let %fi = {(- 1, 1)) 
and let ‘& = { W”, : k > 1) be a countable collection of pairwise disjoint open intervals 
in I with the diameter of each W”, less than $, with wf dense in I, and with 
w$ E m. Inductively, for each n 2 2, let W;, = (WE : k 2 1) be a countable collec- 
int non-empty open subsets of I with the diameter of r:ach 
less than l/n and the closure of each component of each 
ith each WE meeting each component of each WY-’ iin an 
se in It and with Wz c ?&$_I. 
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Let {(&, &): k 2 1) be the essential family for Q consisting of pairs of opposite 
faces described in Example 2.6. For each k, let spk = {St: i 3 I} be a countable dense 
set of separators of A:, and & in Q. 
For k 32, let 
z,=~(~~-~~)“(~s:nii(w:):ipl}*): 
1 
Lemma 6.1 implies that Zk continuum-wise separates Ak and &. Letting 2 = 
n{&: k 2 2}, Proposition 5.5 guarantees that {(Al n 2, B1 nZ)} is an essential 
family in 2; in particular, 2 contains a continuum meeting bcth Al and Br. 
Fig. 1 
eorem 6.2. The compacturn Zcontains a continuum which projects onto II and if C 
is any subcontinuum of 2 with nl (C) nondegenerate, then C is strongly infinite 
dimensional. 
iscussion. Fig. 1 illustrates an important phenomenon. Since 9’2 is a dense set of 
separators of A2 and &, any subcontinuum C of 22 with nr (C) = 11 must meet A 2 
and BZ. Since 9’3 is a dense set of separators of A3 an , any subcontinuum C of 
&n& with nl (C)Z IV: for some i must meet A3 an 3. If C is a subcontinuum 
of 2 and nl (C) 1 IV: for some n and i, then this phenomenon results in C meeting 
Ak and & for each k 2 12 + 1; indeed, we show next that ((Ak A C, & A C): k B n +- 
1) is an essential family iin C, 
roof of core .2. Since (A 1 n Z, B1 A 2) is an essential family in 2, Z contains 
a continuum which projects onto 11. Let C be a subcontinuum of 2 with 
nondegenerate; foi- some n and i, fll(C) contains a component & of 
show that {(Ak n C9 Bk n C): k 2 n + 1) is an essential fam;Jy in C; using Proposition 
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ces to show for any sequence {Sk E ,Y;,: k a n + 1) that 
(mSt: k>n+l})nCd. 
Inductively for k 2 n, let &+I be a component of WrA: which is contained in Uk. 
Recall that our choice of the #r’s was such that & E Uk-1 and, therefore, there is a 
pointten(uk: k~n+I};since&(C)zU,,n~‘(t)nC7t@Foreachk~n+l,Zk 
was constructed so that 
-1 -1 




y (r)nCci (LJ&)hzk si (w:)ns~ 
1 1 
and, therefore, fl;’ (t) A C c (flSk : k 2 n + I}) n C. 
Remark. 6.3. If N is any infinite sucset of {k 2 2}, then 2 = n{&: k E N} satisfies 
the conclusions of Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 5.5 guarantees that {(Ai n 2, Bi n 
2): j&N) is an essential family in 2. If C is a subcontinuum of Z with n1 (C) 
nondegenerate, then choose n e 1V and i so that nl (C) contains a component U,, of 
WY. Using the set N in place of {k 2 2}, the remainder of the proof shows that 
((Ak A C, Bk n C): k E N and k > n + 1) is an essential family in C. 
The previous construction can be altered in order to produce an hereditarily 
strongly infinite dimensional compacturn as follows. Let (N;:: i t 1) be a partition of 
(k 3 2) itlto infinite sets. For each k 3 2, let a!(k) be the unique number with k E N&k). 
For each k a2, let 
zk = ii (lo(k) 
a(k) 
-H)v(\srn i (W:):id}*) 
i a(k) 
and let 2 = n{&: k 3 2). Proposition 5.5 implies that {(Al n Z, B1 n ii?)} is an 
essential family in 2 and, therefore, 2 contains acontinuum meeting both A 1 and Bl 
(in particular, 2 is not zero dimensional). In order to show that 2 is hereditarily 
strongly infinite dimensional, it su#ices to show that each nondegenerate sub- 
continuum C is strongly infinite dimensional. For some j, ni (C) is nondegenerate; 
letting n EN, and i be such that ni (C) contains a component Un of WY, the proof 
outlined in Remark (: .3 shows that {(A& n C, & n C): k E Ni and k 2 n f 1) is an 
essential family in C. 
Theorem 6.4, Everysvongly infinite dimensional compactum X contains tin heredi- 
tarily strongly infinite dimensional compactum. 
&, .E&): k 2 1) be an essential family in X and let (n& : k 3 1) 
be a countable d’cnse subset of the set; of mappings of X into I. Let 2 be constructed 
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r;xactly as above; ((,4 1 n 2, I31 A 2)) is an essential family 
nondegenerate subcontinuum C of Z, there is an integer n 
nondegenerate. The remainder of the proof is the same. 
7. Final remarks 
in 2 and, given a 
such that j& (C) is 
Recall that Proposition 5.6 is a refined version of Proposition 5.5; we used the 
latter proposition in Section 6 but we did not use Proposition 5.6. There are 
situations when Proposition 5.6 car be used and Proposition 5.5 cannot be used. An 
illustration of this is in the Henderson-Bing constructions. The example constructed 
by Bing is the intersection of a sequence of subcompacta of Q, {Kj : i GB I), which have 
the property that K, is a subset of a compacturn Ri ; Ki continuum-wise separates 
RinAZi+l and RinB 2i+l in Ri; and Ri continuum-wise separates Azi and I?22 in 0. 
Proposition 5.6 implies that n{&: i 2 1) contains a continuum meeting Al and Bl 
and, therefore, is not O-dimensional (compare Proposition 5.6 with Theorem 5 in 
PI) . 
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